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The structure of Na2Cu5Si4O14 is comprised of zig-zag chains of alternating Cu edge-sharing dimers and
trimers, with different magnetic ground states, allowing the occurrence of homometallic ferrimagnetism. The
magnetic susceptibility data are consistent with that of a ferrimagnetic chain compound, and are predicted
using a model that considers interactions intra-trimers �related to the exchange integral J1=−224.9 K�, intra-
dimer �J3=40.22 K�, and inter dimer-trimer �J2=−8.01 K�. The magnetic interaction between the antiferro-
magnetic trimer and ferromagnetic dimer is in accordance with the Goodenough rules applied to the Cu-O
topology. A three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering is observed below TN=8 K, corresponding to the
magnetic ordering between chains. In addition, since TN��p there is not a significant degree of frustration in
the chain ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-dimensional magnetism has attracted a great deal of
attention in recent years. Zero-dimensional �isolated mol-
ecule� and one-dimensional �1D� �chain� systems can exhibit
a great variety of exotic magnetic behavior, from superpara-
magnetism to Spin-Peierls transitions1 and Haldane
chains,2–4 among others. In most instances, materials exhib-
iting low-dimensional behavior are metalorganic compounds.
Examples include molecular magnets and coordination poly-
mers, which derive their magnetic character directly from the
topology of the metalorganic framework, while the relatively
large organic ligands work as spacers, between the magneti-
cally active centers, preserving the low-dimensionality be-
havior even at low temperatures.5,6 On the other hand, crys-
talline inorganic systems exhibiting magnetic clusters or
chains are rare, mainly because, in most instances, their
structure has a pronounced three-dimensional �3D� character
and, even when that is not the case, the interaction between
magnetic centers hampers the clear observation of low di-
mensionality of magnetic order before the onset of the three-
dimensional order. Notable exceptions of this are the Spin-
Peierls CuGeO3, the first observation of such a behavior in
an inorganic system,1 the Haldane chain compound
Y2NiBaO5,2–4 Cu triangles7 as in La4Cu3MoO12, ladders8 in
Sr14Cu24O41, and dimer chains in Na2Cu2Si4O11.

9 New ad-
vances in synthetic inorganic chemistry, such as sol gel, hy-
drothermal synthesis, or pillaring reactions, for instance,
have been providing a wealth of new compounds, often
metastable, and usually unaccessible from traditional high-
temperature methods, which adds powerful tools for the de-
sign of new inorganic materials with interesting topology and
properties. In particular, the incorporation of magnetic ions
in the starting reaction gel can afford these systems with
interesting magnetic properties.10 Despite their scarcity, low-
dimensionality inorganic systems are of interest not only due
to their higher chemical and mechanical stability but also
because they are more amenable to integration in more com-
plex electromagnetic devices.11

Although antiferromagnetism is by far the most common
type of magnetic ordering, systems with finite magnetization
in the ground state �ferro or ferrimagnetism� are considered
more useful for technical applications, such as quantum com-
puting, spin polarization, and data storage. Ferrimagnetism,
for instance, can easily be achieved in bimetallic systems
through an antiparallel coupling of ions with different spin
values, yielding a remanescent magnetization.12 The mecha-
nism for homometallic ferrimagnetism, however, is often
more subtle.13 The two mechanisms that can cause such be-
havior are either an alternation of the g-factor as observed in
Co2-EDTA,14 or a topology including odd numbers of metal
centers with complex magnetic exchange interactions, as ob-
served in A3Cu3�PO4�4 �A=Ca,Sr�, where Cu linear trimers
interact with each other resulting in ferrimagnetism.15 Here,
we wish to report on a ferrimagnetic homometallic sodium
copper silicate that exhibits parallel zig-zag chains com-
prised of trimers and dimers of edge-sharing square-planar
CuO4. We have accounted for its magnetization behavior us-
ing a spin Hamiltonian, comprised of dimer and trimer terms
together with a pseudo-1D interaction.

II. MATERIAL DETAILS

A. Sample preparation procedure

The synthesis of Na2Cu5Si4O14 was carried out in teflon-
lined autoclave under static hydrothermal conditions. Typi-
cally, an alkaline solution was made by mixing 6.86 g of
sodium silicate solution �Na2O 8 wt % and SiO2 27 wt %,
Merck�, 7.37 g of H2O, and 2.25 g of NaOH �Panreac�. A
second solution was made by mixing 8.97 g of H2O with
1.80 g of CuSO4·5H2O �Pronalab�. These two solutions
were combined and stirred thoroughly for 1 h. The gel with a
composition 5.14Na2O:CuO:4.28SiO2:126.08H2O was au-
toclaved for 7 days at 230 °C. The crystalline powder was
filtered off, washed, and dried at 50 °C overnight. The crys-
tal structure of the compound was determined through syn-
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chrotron radiation powder diffraction. Details of the synthe-
sis, as well as the structure determination methods and
crystal data, will be published elsewhere. Magnetic suscep-
tibility � �=M /H at low magnetic field� was measured on a
powder sample using a conventional superconducting quan-
tum interference device �SQUID� magnetometer, between 5
and 300 K.

B. Crystal structure

The compound Na2Cu5Si4O14, structurally similar to
Li2Cu5Si4O14,

16 contains Si2O7 double tetrahedra, character-
istic of the sorosilicate mineral family. The metal–oxygen
connectivity consists of zig-zag chains of edge-sharing
square-planar CuO4. These chains are stacked obliquely in
adjacent planes, as seen in Fig. 1�a�, and are separated in the
plane by the double tetrahedra and the sodium ion �not
shown�. Each link of the chain is an alternating edge-sharing
Cu2O6 dimer and Cu3O8 trimer connected by their corners. A
top view of a single chain is shown in Fig. 1�b�, and the
relevant structural data are listed in Table I. Although the
coordination of the Cu ions is square planar, it should be
noticed that each end of the trimer has an O ion lying api-
cally, in a pseudo-square pyramidal-like coordination, but
too distant to be part of a Cu Jahn-Teller distortion com-
pounds �usually, the apical Cu-O distance is up to 2.75 Å�. A
zig-zag chain with two types of building blocks is quite un-
usual: Although dimers, trimers, and chain systems have
been studied in detail, both from the theoretical and experi-
mental side �see, for example, the book by Khan�,17 this is a
magnetic study of a compound that simultaneously exhibits
these three characters �dimer, trimer, and chain� in its struc-
ture.

C. Magnetic behavior

The variation of the magnetic susceptibility � as a func-
tion of temperature with an applied field of 100 Oe was mea-

sured, and is shown in Fig. 2�a�. It shows a monotonic in-
crease of susceptibility down to 8 K, where a sharp drop
indicates a possible 3D ground state. At temperatures in the
range of 8–100 K, the susceptibility exceeds what would be
expected from the extrapolation of the paramagnetic Curie-
Weiss region �see the right-hand side axis�, indicating that in
the low-temperature regime, there is no spin cancellation.

In Fig. 2�b�, �T versus temperature is shown. The plot
shows a broad minimum at 64 K, increasing to a maximum
at 36 K before a sharp decrease to the ground state. These
features have been reported in the literature for one-

FIG. 1. �Color online� The structure of the Cu–O zig-zag chain.
�a� The arrow indicates the staggered stacking of the chains. �b� Top
view of the chain, note the alternation of the dimer and trimer units,
connected by O5.

TABLE I. Selected structural parameters for the Cu–O chain.

Bond lengths Bond angles

Cu1–O2 1.949 Å Cu1–O2–Cu2 100.18°

Cu2–O2 1.966 Å Cu1–O6–Cu2 100.65°

Cu2–O7 �2−x ,2−y ,−z� 2.707 Å �apical� Cu3–O4–Cu3 97.22°

Cu2–O6 1.951 Å Cu2–O5–Cu3 119.56°

Cu3–O4 1.921 Å

Cu3–O3 1.891 Å

Cu1–O6 1.950 Å

Cu2–O5 1.982 Å

Cu2–O7 1.919 Å

Cu3–O4 1.979 Å

Cu3–O5 1.958 Å

FIG. 2. Measured magnetic susceptibility, its inverse, and �T as
a function of temperature. The straight line is an extrapolation from
the high-temperature regime.
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dimensional compounds, where this broad minimum is asso-
ciated with 1D ferrimagnetism.6,13,18,19 The sharp decrease in
the plot at low temperatures is sometimes associated with a
transition to the 3D antiferromagnetic state,20 while a diver-
gence to higher values would be interpreted as a ferrimag-
netic ground state.15 However, from our model—developed
and explained in the next section—we conclude that both
those signatures can be consistent with ferrimagnetism.
Therefore, the ferrimagnetic behavior dominates the suscep-
tibility curve down to the observed onset of 3D ordering
�8 K�. In fact, the type of divergence upon cooling seems
highly correlated with structural effects. Indeed, there are
several instances where a change in the atomic species may
result in two types of behavior, for example, in CuX2·TMSO
�X=Br,Cl� �Ref. 20� and A3Cu3�PO4�4 �A=Ca,Sr�.13

III. THEORETICAL PICTURE

As described above, the structure obtained for
Na2Cu5Si4O14, in conjunction with the observed susceptibil-
ity data, suggests that the strongest magnetic interaction lies
along the dimer-trimer chain. However, as a first approxima-
tion, that allows the exact solution of the Hamiltonian, we
will consider a dimer-trimer cluster, with local 1D signatures.
Later, this assumption will be discussed in detail. Therefore,
let us consider the following Hamiltonian, written in accor-
dance with Fig. 3:

H = − J1�S1S2 + S2S3� − J2SASB − J3S4S5 − g�BHS , �1�

where SB=S1+S2+S3, SA=S4+S5, and S=SA+SB correspond
to the total spin of the dimer-trimer pair. Let us also define
SB�=S1+S3, and rewrite Eq. �1� in the following way:

H = −
J1

2
�SB

2 − SB�
2 − S2

2� −
J2

2
�S2 − SA

2 − SB
2� −

J3

2
�SA

2 − S4
2 − S5

2�

− g�BHS . �2�

Changing the zero of energy, the eigenvalues of the pre-
vious Hamiltonian are:

E� = −
J1

2
�sB�sB + 1� − sB��sB� + 1�� −

J2

2
�s�s + 1� − sA�sA + 1�

− sB�sB + 1�� −
J3

2
�sA�sA + 1�� − g�BHmS, �3�

where

� →�
�5/2,1,3/2,1�
�3/2,1,1/2,1�
�3/2,1,1/2,0�
�3/2,0,3/2,1�
�1/2,0,1/2,1�
�1/2,0,1/2,0�
�1/2,1,3/2,1�
�1/2,1,1/2,1�
�1/2,1,1/2,0�

	 �4�

represents each state allowed by the system in the basis
�s ,sA ,sB ,sB��.

The magnetization of the system can be derived from the
following equation:

M = g�B

����ms
mse

x̄ms�e−E�
�0�/kT

����ms
ex̄ms�e−E�

�0�/kT
�4� , �5�

where

x̄ =
g�BH

kT
�6�

and E�
�0�=E��H=0� represent the zero-field eigenvalues of

the energy:

E�
�0� = −

1

2

7/4 3 2

− 5/4 1 2

3/4 1 2

7/4 0 0

− 5/4 0 0

3/4 0 0

7/4 − 5 2

− 5/4 − 2 2

3/4 − 2 2

� · 
J1

J2

J3
� . �7�

Let us now suppose that there are no interactions between
clusters. The paramagnetic susceptibility may be obtained
from Eq. �5�:

�p =
C�

T
, �8�

where

C� = C��T� =
�g�B�2

3k

��l�e−E�
�0�/kT

��k�e−E�
�0�/kT

�9�

with l�=s�s+1��2s+1� and k�= �2s+1�.
From Eq. �8�, it is possible to obtain the high-temperature

limit:

��pT =
��l�

��k�

= 5sn�sn + 1� , �10�

where �=3k / �g�B�2 and sn is the spin of a free Cu2+ ion, i.e.,
sn=1/2. On the other hand, the low-temperature limit can
also be derived:

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the dimer-trimer cluster, with the
respective exchange interactions: J1-intra-trimer, J3-intra-dimer, and
J2-inter trimer-dimer.
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��pT = s�s + 1� , �11�

where, s represents the total spin of the ground state configu-
ration of the trimer-dimer pair. Therefore, ��pT, as a func-
tion of temperature, can present different behaviors with, at
low temperatures, a positive �or negative� derivative if s�s
+1� is smaller �larger� than 5sn�sn+1�. These features are
illustrated in Fig. 4 for several combinations of the exchange
interactions J1, J2, and J3. For example, Curve 1 of Fig. 4
�bottom� has a ferromagnetic ground state and, however, has
a strong and negative derivative at low temperatures. In ad-
dition, several curves of Fig. 4 present a positive derivative
at low temperatures and, in spite of this, still correspond to a
1D ferrimagnetic system in that temperature range. These
theoretical results shed some light on some previous reports
that made erroneous interpretations of the low-temperature
magnetic data, regarding the claim that the onset of
antiferromagnetism occurs when the derivative of the sus-
ceptibility turns positive �increasing �T with increasing
temperature�.13,19

IV. CONNECTIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

From the model developed and presented in Sec. III, we
predict and trace the experimental magnetic susceptibility
presented in Fig. 2, considering Eq. �8� with a residual tem-

perature independent diamagnetic contribution �d, i.e.,

��T� = �p�T� + �d. �12�

Equation �12� was fitted to the experimental data using a
least-squares minimization procedure, yielding the param-
eters: J1=−224.90 K, J2=−8.01 K, J3=40.22 K, g=2.30,
and �d=−1.33�10−7�B FU−1 Oe−1, as presented in Fig. 5.
That value of g was already found in another Cu2+

compound.15 These values clarify the ground state of the spin
arrangement, where the dimer aligns ferromagnetically, the
trimer antiferromagnetically and, finally, the net spin of the
dimer and trimer, i.e., SA and SB, respectively, have an anti-
parallel alignment, as shown in Fig. 5�b�. The signs of the
magnetic exchange interaction for the trimer �antiferromag-
netic� and dimer �ferromagnetic� are in agreement with the
Goodenough-Kanamori21 rules, that correlate the type of in-
teraction with the cation-anion-cation bond angle. It is pre-
dicted that, as the angle increases from 90°, there should be
a crossover from ferromagnetism to antiferromagnetism. A
recent review of Cu compounds,22 suggests that for edge-
sharing Cu2O2 units, the crossover angle is 97°, although the
exact value can vary due to influence of other neighboring

FIG. 4. Behavior of ��pT as a function of temperature for sev-
eral combinations of exchange interactions J1, J2, and J3. The four
sets of three � and 	 correspond, respectively, to the sign of those
magnetic interactions �J1, J2, and J3�. Each set is related to one
curve in the respective order, from the top to the bottom.

FIG. 5. Experimental �open circles� and theoretical �solid line—
Eq. �12�� �a� magnetic susceptibilities and �b� magnetic susceptibili-
ties multiplied by temperature. The inset in �a� emphasizes the
1D-3D transition found in this material. The diagram in �b� repre-
sents the ground-state arrangement of the spins, following the ob-
tained free parameters.
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structural elements. In Table I, it can be seen that all
Cutrimer–O–Cutrimer angles fall well in the antiferromagnetic
regime, while the Cudimer–O–Cudimer angle is very close to
the ferromagnetic range.

From the fitting parameters, we concluded that the mag-
netic susceptibility at higher temperature, is ruled by the in-
tratrimer interactions �via J1=−224.90 K�. At intermediate
values, the intra-dimer interactions �via J3=40.22 K�, start to
become perceptible along with the intra-trimer interactions.
Finally, the interactions between dimers and trimers work
only at low values of temperature, comparable to the value of
J2=−8.01 K, which is quite close to the onset temperature of
the 3D order �8 K�. Thus, the rich magnetic susceptibility
behavior found for this material �from room temperature
down to 8 K� is exclusively due to the internal degrees of
freedom of dimers and trimers; and differences between
chain and clusters models would be significant only below
8 K, when the 3D order steps in. In other words, the inter-
actions between dimers and trimers are overwhelmed by the
3D order, justifying the use of a cluster model.

Figure 5�a� shows the magnetic susceptibility, with spe-
cial attention given to the low-temperature region, emphasiz-
ing the transition from the 1D to the 3D phase. The inverse
paramagnetic susceptibility �discounting the diamagnetic
contribution� is presented on the right-hand side axis of the
inset of Fig. 5�a�. An extrapolation of this quantity gives �p
=−10.9 K. This result shows that the long-range magnetic
order �3D phase� has an antiferromagnetic character, and the
critical temperature Tc is, strictly speaking, a Neel tempera-
ture TN. In other words, the spin chains are in an antiparallel
alignment. In addition, since TN��p, there is not a signifi-
cant degree of frustration in the chain ordering. A further and
thorough analysis of the low-temperature regime �3D phase�,
will be published elsewhere.

From the obtained free parameters and using Eq. �5�, we
evaluated the magnetization of the system. Due to the quite
weak magnetic interaction between the dimer and trimer, i.e.,
between SA and SB, via J2=−8.01 K, the magnetization, for
measurable values of temperature �around 50 K�, does not
present a plateau at s=1/2, since the external magnetic field
easily aligns the dimer with respect to the net spin SB of the
trimer. Thus, the first magnetic saturation lies in s=3/2 �sA
=1 and sB=1/2�. A further increase in the external magnetic
field flips the spin of the trimer �sB :1 /2→3/2�; however,
only for magnetic fields larger than 3�102 T, due to the
strong intra-trimer magnetic interaction �J1=−224.90 K�.
These features are presented in the inset of Fig. 6, where the
arrows represent the dimer-trimer pair and its most probable
arrangement, depending on the value of applied magnetic
field.

In this direction, we measured some M�H� curves up to
5 T in the paramagnetic phase, and could not find any mag-
netization plateau, corroborating the prediction that at those
temperatures the magnetic saturation is quite far from the
standard 5 T, as presented in Fig. 6. The open circles repre-

sent the experimental data; and the full line the magnetiza-
tion, obtained from Eq. �5� and those values from the sus-
ceptibility analysis �Fig. 5�. Note that the full line is not a fit
to the data and works better in the susceptibility regime, as
expected.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We reported a ferrimagnetic homometallic sodium copper
silicate Na2Cu5Si4O14 that exhibits parallel staggered zig-zag
chains with alternating trimers and dimers, originating a fer-
rimagnetic arrangement in the chain. From the model devel-
oped, we concluded that the exotic magnetic susceptibility
found for this material �from room temperature down to 8 K�
is exclusively due to the internal degrees of freedom of
dimers and trimers. At low temperatures, below 8 K, a long-
range magnetic order steps in, establishing a 3D order, with
an interchain antiferromagnetic arrangement, without frustra-
tion in the ground state, since TN��p. Finally, our results
shows that the reduction of the �T quantity, with decreasing
temperature, can be consistent with a ferrimagnetic ground
state within chains.
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FIG. 6. Inset: Predicted magnetization, using Eq. �5� and those
values obtained from the analysis of the magnetic susceptibility,
presented in Fig. 5. Lower values of the magnetic field can flip the
dimer, due to the weak inter trimer-dimer exchange interaction J2

=−8.01 K. On the other hand, only very large values of magnetic
field are strong enough to break the strong antiferromagnetic order
of the trimer, represented by J1=−224.90 K. Those sets of arrows
represent the dimer-trimer pair and its most probable arrangement,
depending on the value of applied magnetic field. Main graphic:
Open circles represent the experimental data, whereas the full line
is the predicted magnetization, obtained from Eq. �5� and also using
the values obtained from the analysis of the magnetic susceptibility.
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